• Traditional and contemporary designs made with the same ease.

• Positive head motion locks with every pick by means of a simple leverage principle.

• Adjustable friction let-off combined with cloth take-up assures the proper tension for each type of fibre used.

• Warp beam holds from 30—90 yards.

• Hand made warps are beamed and leased, ready for threading-in. Ready wound bobbins.

• Head motion has 8 rows of 4 holes. Holes correspond to harnesses. Indicator pins are placed in holes for designated pattern.

Recent National Magazine Articles about Hand-Skill Looms:
- School Arts
- Textile Age
- Household
- American Artist
- Forecast
- Textile World
- Textile Industries
- Popular Mechanics
- Science & Mechanics
- McGraw Hill Digest
- Handweaver and Craftsman
- Profitable Hobbies

International Magazine Articles about Hand-Skill Looms:
- The Indian Textile Journal (Published in Bombay)
- Australasian Manufacturer
- Melland Textilberichte (Germany)

New Head Motion Eliminates Treadles
Time and Labor Saving
Weaves 38" Wide
Overall Size 21" × 41" × 23¼"

Descriptive literature, price lists on looms and yarns available on request.
Hand-Skill Presents . . . Model 15-N, 4-Harness Loom

- Strong Aluminum Alloy Tubing
- Engineered Hand Loom
- Re-inforced Throughout
  - Light — Compact
  - Weighs Less Than 35 Lbs.
  - 38” Working Width
  - Easily Carried in Home and in Car

Model 15-N is adaptable to a wide range of Profitable and Beneficial Uses:

- For The Home
- Weaving Textile Samples
- Teaching Textile Designing
- A Fascinating Hobby
- Rehabilitation
- Therapy
- Institutions
- Schools

As Featured in the SATURDAY EVENING POST